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Abstra t
We des ribe a new, pra ti al,

onstru tive method for solving the well-known

oni t-free s heduling problem for the lo ally sequential, globally parallel
(LSGP)

ase of systoli

array synthesis. Earlier attempts to solve this problem

provided a solution with an important pra ti al disadvantage, whi h we disuss. Here, we provide a

losed form solution that enables the enumeration of

all valid s hedules. The se ond part of the paper dis usses another pra ti al
issue: redu ing the

ost of hardware whose fun tion is to

ontrol the ow of

data, enable or disable fun tional units, and generate memory addresses. We
present a new te hnique for
fun tions in a systoli

ontrolling the

omplexity of these housekeeping

array. Both of these te hniques have been in orporated

into a software system for the automati

synthesis of hardware a

elerators

developed by HP Labs.
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Résumé
Nous présentons une méthode

onstru tive permettant de résoudre le problème

bien onnu de l'ordonnan ement sans onits du partitionnement lo alement séquentiel, globalement séquentiel (LSGP) de la synthèse de réseaux systoliques.
Les te hniques proposées antérieurement

onduisent à des solutions

ompor-

tant quelques in onvénients pratiques majeurs que nous dis utons. I i, nous
donnons une expression analytique des solutions qui nous permet d'énumérer
tous les ordonnan ements valides. La se onde partie du rapport dis ute d'un
autre aspe t pratique:

omment réduire le

oût du matériel dont le rle est de

ontrler le ot des données, d'a tiver ou de désa tiver les unités fon tionnelles
et de générer les adresses mémoire. Nous montrons
plexité de

es

al uls de maintenan e du

omment maîtriser la

om-

ir uit. Ces deux te hniques ont été

intégrées dans un logi iel de synthèse automatique d'a

élérateurs matériels,

développé dans les laboratoires de Hewlett-Pa kard.

Mots- lés:
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Abstra t
We des ribe a new, pra ti al, onstru tive method for solving the well-known oni t-free s heduling
problem for the lo ally sequential, globally parallel (LSGP) ase of systoli array synthesis. A loop
nest and a linear mapping to virtual pro essors is given, as is a lustering of re tangular arrangements
of virtual pro essors into physi al pro essors. A solution to the s heduling problem is a linear map of
iteration indi es to time that satises linear inequality onstraints determined by data dependen es. The
s hedule is oni t-free if no two iterations are s heduled simultaneously on the same pro essor. We say
that su h a s hedule juggles. It is tight if it juggles and, in the steady state, all pro essors are busy every
y le.
Earlier attempts to solve this problem by Darte and Delosme [1, 2℄ provided a solution with an
important pra ti al disadvantage, whi h we dis uss below. Megson and Chen [3℄ later used Darte's
analyti te hnique to provide a partial solution to the problem. Here, we provide a losed form solution
that enables the enumeration of all tight s hedules.
The se ond part of the paper dis usses another pra ti al issue: redu ing the ost of hardware whose
fun tion is to ontrol the ow of data, enable or disable fun tional units, and generate memory addresses.
We present a new te hnique for ontrolling the omplexity of these housekeeping fun tions in a systoli
array.
Both of these te hniques have been in orporated into a software system for the automati synthesis
of hardware a elerators developed by HP Labs.

1 Introdu tion  hardware a elerators and systoli arrays
The

ontinuing rapid growth of the

ital photography, mobile

onsumer ele troni s industry (for example HDTV, set-top boxes, dig-

ommuni ation, high resolution s anners,

opiers, and printers, toys and games)

demands low- ost and low-power digital ele troni s that perform image and signal pro essing and other data
handling tasks at impressive

omputational rates. Many

omputers that must be assisted by appli ation-spe i
in order to meet the
design. Automati

urrent designs employ embedded general-purpose

hardware, whi h may or may not be programmable,

omputational demands at low enough

synthesis of appli ation-spe i

ost. Su h systems are di ult and expensive to

hardware a

elerators is therefore an in reasingly impor-

tant te hnology. An ideal situation would be one in whi h a sour e program
onto a system

an be automati ally

onsisting of a general-purpose pro essor and one or more hardware a

ompiled

elerators that have been

automati ally designed and interfa ed to the whole system, using the program as a behavioral spe i ation.
The most obvious way to obtain signi ant performan e from
A well-understood approa h to automati

loop nest into a form that enables its implementation as a systoli
This paper addresses two important pra ti al issues in systoli
problem of the


y
z

ombined s heduling of

ustom hardware is to exploit parallelism.

parallel hardware synthesis is the automati

transformation of a

array [4℄.
array synthesis. The rst

on erns the

omputation and its mapping to a prespe ied array of systoli
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pro essors. The goal is to map ea h iteration of a loop nest to a pro essor and a time step in su h a way
that all pro essors are kept busy at all times, and none is overloaded. Previous theoreti al solutions to this
problem made it in onvenient to qui kly nd a mapping and s hedule that a

omplish this. We shall present

some new theoreti al insight into this problem that leads dire tly to an e ient solution.
The se ond issue is the hardware
sequential algorithms

ome at some

ost of systoli
ost; in our

to additional hardware in an appli ation-spe i
systoli

implementations of loop nests. All parallel realizations of

ase, the
a

ost is additional

omputation  whi h would lead

elerator  that is needed to

pro essors. We develop a new low- ost te hnique for

ontrol and

ontrol and

appealing, and we give some experimental eviden e that it signi antly redu es
standard approa hes, whi h

oordinate the

oordination that is theoreti ally
ost in

omparison with

an be prohibitively expensive.

The following se tion (Se tion 2) gives an overview of systoli

array synthesis and presents the

oni t-

free s heduling problem that is the subje t of the rst part of this paper. Se tion 3 explains the existing
theoreti al solution to this problem, developed by the rst author of this paper, and dis usses the problems
with using it in a pra ti al system. Se tion 4 presents our new theoreti al approa h and des ribes how it
leads to an improved implementation. Se tion 5 introdu es the issue of the added
systoli

ost of parallelization in

form, and Se tion 6 gives our new approa h, with experimental eviden e that it is su

oer some

essful. We

on luding remarks in Se tion 7.

2 Mapping and s heduling in systoli omputation
We assume a

lassi al model of systoli

omputation, in whi h the iterations of a perfe t

n-deep

loop nest,

for example

for (j1 = 0; j1 < N; j1++) {
...
for (jn = 0; jn < N; jn++) {
a = a + 2;
}
}
are identied by the
no

orresponding integer

n-ve

~j

tor

= (j1 ; : : : ; jn ) of loop indi es.

ode, other than a single nested loop, in any ex ept the innermost loop.)

systoli

(A perfe t nest has

m-dimensional

pro essors with re tangular topology is given, and ea h pro essor is identied by its

ve tor. The systoli

 (~j )

An

ommen es

fun tion



and

grid of

oordinate

 (~j ) and a pro essor  (~j ) su h that pro essor
~
 (j ). We use the term s hedule for the timing

mapping problem is to dene a start time

omputation of

mapping

iteration ~
j

at

lo k

y le

for the pro essor assignment

.

In any detailed model of systoli

all real implementations, the operations belonging to iteration
This time, rather, is a start time for

iteration ~
j,

~j

are not all assumed to o

synthesis, and in
ur at time

 (~j ).

and all the detailed a tions belonging to that iteration are

s heduled relative to this start time.
The s heduling and mapping must satisfy several validity requirements. Among these are the need to ensure that interpro essor

ommuni ation o

urs only between neighboring pro essors,

(no pro essor should be overloaded at any time), and

oni t-free s heduling

ausality (the data required by an operation must be

available to the pro essor to whi h it is mapped at the time for whi h it is s heduled.).
In

lassi al systoli

s heduling, as introdu ed by Kung and Leiserson [5℄ and elaborated by Moldovan [6℄

and Quinton [7℄, the s heduling fun tion



is an integer-valued linear fun tion of the iteration ve tor, dened

(n 1)  n integer matrix  of full
(n 1)-dimensional. (In this paper, all matri es and ve tors are integer
unless otherwise stated. For te hni al reasons, we require a bit more of , namely that it an be extended

2 4 that
(by adding one more row) to a unimodular matrix. This prohibits a mapping matrix su h as
by its integer

oe ient ve tor. The spatial mapping is dened by an

rank, so that the pro essor array is

maps to pro essors whose

oordinates are always multiples of some integer larger than one.)

2

2.1 Nonlinear mappings  tiling and lustering
As a pra ti al matter, full-rank linear mapping has the signi ant problem that one has little
the number of pro essors; in pra ti e, one would like to

a priori ,

based on su h pra ti al

onform to a xed allotment of
as a mapping onto an array of

ontrol over

hoose the number of pro essors and their topology

onsiderations as the need to map to a pie e of existing hardware, or to

hip area, board spa e, or power. For this reason, the linear map

virtual

 is viewed

pro essors (VPs). The virtual pro essors are later asso iated with

physi al pro essors, but this map is many-to-one.
One approa h to the problem of handling arbitrarily large data sets and iteration spa es with xed-size
systoli

arrays is to de ompose the whole

omputation into a sequen e of similar

the data [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄. This approa h is known as
parallel, globally sequential (LPGS) method in systoli

tiling

in the

omputations on subsets of

ompiler literature, and as the lo ally

synthesis. We view these te hniques as being very

important for redu ing the size of the problem, primarily as a way to redu e the lo al storage in synthesized
systoli

pro essors. For this reason, we do not want to

onstrain the tile size by requiring the number of

virtual pro essors to mat h the number of physi al pro essors. To do so would usually produ e tiles too
small to obtain signi ant benet from reuse of intermediate results in the array.
We use an alternative approa h, whi h we

lustering , and whi

all

h has also been

the lo ally sequential, globally parallel (LSGP) te hnique in the systoli

alled partitioning or

synthesis literature. The idea is to

tile the pro essor spa e rather than the iteration spa e.
Clustering assigns a re tangular neighborhood in the array of virtual pro essors to ea h physi al pro essor.
This amounts to
overing the
is

hoosing a re tangular

hosen so that the set of

grid. The systoli

to be given, with

lusters forms an

essors with nonoverlapping

m-dimensional grid

mn

so that the systoli

array is the image of
dimensions

V~ ,

luster shape
pro essor

pro essor will do the work of its assigned virtual pro essors.

lustering is dened as follows. An

1. Let the iteration spa

m-dimensional grid of systoli

pro essor

J

so that if

pro essors is also assumed

e, the set of values allowed for ~
j , be

onsists of the integral points in a polytope. Let the shape of the systoli

P~ ,

lusters. The

of the same shape as the systoli

pro essor will have enough throughput, and the s hedule of the iterations will allow enough

time, so that ea h systoli
Formally, the

(n 1)-dimensional re tangle  and then

luster shape  a small

(n 1)-dimensional array of virtual pro

oordinates satisfy

J ; we assume that J

pro essor array be the

0  pi < Pi ; i = 1; : : : ; m.

m-ve

tor

The virtual pro essor

. Let the smallest re tangle that overs the set of virtual pro essors have
= ~j for some ~j 2 J , then 0  vi < Vi ; i = 1; : : : ; (n 1). (We must apply a

under

~v

shift, in general, to make the virtual pro essor

oordinates nonnegative.) The idea of

lustering is to rst

(n 1) element ve tor, if ne essary, by adding ones in the rstn 1 m positions, and then
n 1
~ with those of V~ . There are learly
to mat h up the elements of P
possible mat hings, and we

extend

P~

into an

m

will not

onsider the issue of how to

done and the elements of

P~

hoose a good one here; we just assume that the job has been somehow

have been permuted a

implementation questions.) We

ordingly. (A later paper will

luster,

an then dene the shape of the

that

Ci

=



Vi
Pi



~
C

:

The pro essor grid of shape

P~ ,

pro essor spa e of shape

The number of virtual pro essors assigned to a systoli

than

 Qin

1
=1

Ci .

V~ .

whose pro essors ea h

onsider this and other

= (C1 ; : : : ; Cn 1 ), by requiring

over a

luster of shape

~,
C

overs the whole virtual
pro essor is not more

2.2 S hedules onsistent with lustered mappings
Assume that the physi al pro essor

an perform one loop iteration per



y les. We give more detail

y le. (Alternatively, the pro essor



it is able to start a new iteration every

on erning the s hedule later.) We

onstrain the s hedule so that on ea h

may be software pipelined, and for some given initiation interval

physi al pro essor, exa tly one of its assigned virtual pro essors is a tive at any given time 
no

i.e.

there are

oni ts for the shared physi al pro essor. Our point of view here is that the physi al pro essor array

is given, the mapping

 is given, and a

lustering (the shape of the neighborhood re tangle) is given and

3

is

ompatible with the physi al pro essor array, the mapping, and the iteration spa e. We will show how

to

onstru t all possible linear s hedules that satisfy this no- oni t

onstraint.

We do not address here

the important questions of how these three parameters (mapping, pro essor topology,

lustering) should be

hosen  we intend to treat these and other topi s in another paper. In our theory and our implementation,
however, those parameters are hosen rst, and the s hedule is

onstrained by the hoi e. (In fa t, our system

tries a number of possibilities, generates a tight s hedule for ea h of them, and evaluates the resulting systoli
implementations. One reason for
ea h

on ern for the e ien y of the s heduling task is that it is invoked for

ombination of pro essor grid and mapping that is explored.)

We now need to give some more detail
s hedule of operations is ane. Let

O(~j )

on erning software pipelined s hedules.

represent the o

urren e of the operation

O

We assume that the
at iteration

~j

of the

loop nest. We s hedule this operation at time

 (O; ~j ) = ~ :~j + O :
Thus, ea h operation has its own s alar time oset () relative to the start of the iteration. These osets are
ne essary in order to use a fast pro essor

lo k, so that the

y le time is not dependent on the

omplexity of

the loop body. For a one-dimensional loop nest, the s heduling problem is referred to as the software pipelining problem, and the 1-ve tor

~

is

alled the initiation interval. Systoli

s heduling is a multidimensional

generalization.
The need to

ompute values before they are used leads to linear inequality

onstraints on

~ .

Consider

for example the loop

for (j = 0; j < 100; j++) {
a[j℄ = a[j-1℄ + a[j-2℄;
b[j℄ = a[j-1℄ * 3.1415926;
}
and assume that the laten y of the add unit is 3
most

produ ed. For this reason, we
latter of

:(j

The two inputs to the add operation are (in

annot start the add at iteration

onstraints, namely



s heduled for time

j

and



~

ase  it is well known (Bellman and Ford) that the

are independent of the osets

y le in the data ow. On the

:

the osets

onstrained by

onstrain



~

Thus, from now on, we are interested only in nding the linear s hedule

t = ~ :~j

and

~v

 (~j ) = ~ :~j for the iterations, not
~v is a tive at time t if there is an

= ~j :

We assume that the physi al pro essors have enough hardware resour es to sustain a
one loop iteration every



y les. (We use

frequen y.) This leads to dierent
onne ts the

iteration ~
j

 sin

ompute rate of

e this time period is something like a wavelength, an inverse

~ . Let ~u be a smallest integer null ve tor 1 of . Thus, ~u
iteration, ~
j + ~u, that is mapped to the same virtual pro essor. We

onstraints on

to the very next

know that the physi al pro essor will visit ea h of its
robin manner, before returning to

onstraint due to

 (  ) + add + 3, the terms involving j having

mult

the ane s hedule for the operations. We will say that a virtual pro essor
su h that

at all, be ause it is not part of a

onsistent with the

an eled.

2J

ausality

an el in all the relevant inequalities. The same

ontrary, on e an initiation interval

y le is found, the osets are then

~j

+ add until the

in this one-dimensional example.) Thus, we have two linear inequality

theory shows that the multipli ation in this example does not

iteration

:j

leanliness, we have dropped

 3 and 2  3. Obviously, the se ond is implied by the rst. Note also that the shift

does not appear. This will always be the

onstraints on

the

annot start until these values have been

j,

1) + add + 3 and :(j 2) + add + 3. (For reasons of notational

the subs ript 1 from both

add

y les.

ases) the results of the add at earlier iterations. The add

~j again.

simulated virtual pro essors on e, in some round-

Therefore, we want to allow at least



y les between visits.

Thus

j~ :~uj 

1

:

Appendix A reviews some basi fa ts about integer matri es and latti es that we use in this paper.
4

(1)

But we need more.

on average.
ma hine

The throughput inequality (1) ensures that the physi al pro essor is not overloaded

But we are trying to determine a s hedule that is pre ise (all a tions s heduled for a

y le) and

are unique multiples of

.

We

annot allow two iterations to begin at the same time, nor

to begin at times that are not multiples of



,

as this will produ e

It is now obvious that the problem really does not depend on
lo ks, and set



ertain

orre t. We must therefore guarantee that all s heduled iterations begin at times that

;

an we allow them

oni ts for hardware resour es.
we

an just dene the

lo k period to be

to one, making the ne essary s aling of the fun tional unit laten ies. (Rational laten ies

present no parti ular problems.)
The problem we seek to solve here is this

Confli t-Free Systoli

S heduling:

Given

its smallest integer null ve tor, and linear inequality

~,
C

the mapping

onstraints on

~ ,

 of rank (n 1) whi h has ~u as

hoose

~

satisfying these

onstraint and

su h that no two virtual pro essors assigned to a given physi al pro essor are s heduled to be simultaneously
a tive.
We say that a s hedule that satises the no- oni t
juggling pro essor with its

onstraint for the given

luster juggles; imagine a

balls (virtual pro essors) in the air, and only one hand,

one ball at any given time. If

~

apable of holding only

juggles and satises (1) with equality,

j~ :~uj =
then we say that the s hedule is

tight.

are divisible by some nontrivial

ommon divisor.

Our main result is a
obtained any results
for

luster shape

It is simple to show that

onstru tion that produ es

all

(2)

~

annot be a tight s hedule if its elements

tight s hedules for a given

luster

~.
C

We have not

on erning nontight, juggling s hedules, ex ept for the obvious. If a s hedule is tight

~ 6= C
~
D

and

~ C
~
D

elementwise, then this s hedule is a nontight, juggling s hedule for

~.
C

Example 1
We take a simple nite-impulse response lter as an example. Suppose the loop nest is

for (j1 = 0; j1 < 1000; j1++) {
for (j2 = 0; j2 < 40; j2++) {
y[j1℄ = y[j1℄ + w[j2℄ * x[j1+j2℄;
}
}

= (4) and  = (0; 1) be a given pro essor topology (a four-pro essor linear array) and linear mapping
(j1 ; j2 ) to virtual pro essor v1 = j2 . Clearly, there are 40 virtual pro essors, and a luster of
10 adja ent virtual pro essors to ea h physi al pro essor. We seek a s hedule  (~
j ) = 1 j1 + 2 j2 . Sin e the
smallest integer null ve tor of  is u = (1; 0), the throughput onstraint requires that j~
 :~uj = j1 j  10, and
for a tight s hedule 1 = 10. The s hedule juggles if the residues modulo 10 of the times f0; 2 ; 22 ; : : : ; 92 g
are all dierent. Clearly, this is so if and only if 2 and 10 are relatively prime.


Let

P~

from iteration

3 Darte's solution
The idea of Darte's (and initially Darte and Delosme's) solution [1, 2℄ is to produ e a
ompatible with the given s hedule ve tor
luster shapes

~
C

~,
in orre t (it always produ es pairs (C
to nd all

~ .

for whi h the given s hedule

luster shapes for whi h

~

~ ) su

In fa t, Darte's method

~

luster shape

~
C

an be used to enumerate all of the

is tight. The main obje tion to the method is not that it is

h that

~

is a tight s hedule for

~ ) or in
C

omplete (it

an be used

is tight). The obje tion is that it allows the tail to wag the dog. What

is natural in many, although possibly not all, pra ti al situations is that the physi al and virtual pro essor
arrays are known, and thus the set of possible

luster shapes is known or is quite tightly

task at hand is to nd a tight s hedule for the known
done by an indire t and possibly very

ostly trial-and-error approa h:

5

onstrained. The

luster shape. Using Darte's approa h, this must be
hoose

~

and then

he k to see if the

given

luster shape is one of those for whi h

~

is tight. If not, try a dierent s hedule. By way of

ontrast, the

new theorem that we later des ribe leads to a simple method that dire tly enumerates the tight s hedules.
Darte's theorem and method work this way.
ve tor as a row or

There exist unimodular matri es having a given integer

olumn if and only if this ve tor's elements have no nontrivial

inverse of any unimodular matrix having rst row equal to

n  (n

1) matrix Q whose

~

 has a unimodular extension.

integral matrix of order

olumns are the

Qa

with

alled

(n 1) whose
A

unimodular. The

the diagonal elements of

Ha

the a tivity matrix. Let
olumns of

Ha

are a

Ha

~
C

of size

j~ :~uj that juggle with ~ .

shape is desired, then this method gives all possible



1 0 0
0 1 0

0

Then

Q=
Both the Hermite normal forms of

A

= Q.

Then

A



is a square

oordinates of a set of virtual pro essors a tive at
be the Hermite normal form

2 of

A: A

= Ha Qa

~ is a tight s hedule. This remains true for the
A. Furthermore, this is a ne essary and su ient
ult part). Thus, given ~
 , Darte's method produ es

If the s hedule is spe ied and an appropriate

luster

luster shape from the s hedule may give a too limited

hoi es. For example, suppose that

=

of

A

hoi es.

We now show that a pro edure whi h derives the
set of

Let

luster shape for whi h

ondition for tight s hedules (the ne essity being the di
luster shapes

The

olumns an

generate the latti e of virtual pro essors a tive at time zero, and

Hermite normal form of any permutation of the rows of
all

n-th

olumns are a basis for the latti e of iterations s heduled for time zero. Let

be the mapping matrix; we require that
time zero. Darte

ommon divisor.

has as its se ond through

are equal to



= 6;

;

hoi e, the

A

and

~ ,

A=



~

= (1; 5; 6)

5 6
1 0



:

A and of the (one and only other) matrix obtained by permuting the rows


1 0 :
1 6
luster of shape 1  6; in parti ular, a 3  2 or 2  3

In pra ti al appli ations, we have seen
parti ular values of

and

1



Thus, there is a single

even one

5 6
1 0
0 1



luster is forbidden.

lusters that are extremely long and narrow produ ed this way, for

and these are often impossible to use sin e the virtual pro essor grid does not

ontain

luster of this shape.

We propose below to reverse the dire tion of information ow. We have argued that the

luster shape

may well be determined prior to s heduling; thus, we will assume that it is given, and will show how to
onstru t all of the tight s hedules. With this
and

hoose one based on other

minimizing some

apability, one may enumerate the allowable tight s hedules

riteria, requiring that any linear inequality

onstraints be satised, and

ost or time measure, for example.

~ by working with
luster shape C
A = Q more or less dire tly. Relying on the fa t that the Hermite form of a triangular
matrix X has the same diagonal as X (up to sign), they hoose A to be triangular with the elements of
~ on the diagonal, and they assume that  is known. They then look at the general solution Q to the
C
under onstrained linear system Q = A (i.e. a parti ular solution Q0 and an arbitrary multiple of ~
u added
to ea h olumn of Q0 ) and from the solutions they infer ~
 . They try to hoose the un onstrained omponents
of Q and the o-diagonal elements of A to obtain an a eptable s hedule (via the inverse of a unimodular
extension of Q). Thus, while Megson-Chen is a dog wags tail method, produ ing tight s hedules from the
Megson and Chen attempt to guarantee a tight s hedule for some given

the Hermite form of

spe ied

luster shape, it does not have real advantages

ompared to Darte's: one will still need to sear h

for desirable tight s hedules indire tly, by manipulating parameters other than the elements of
The
far more

lear advantage of the method we propose here is that it works dire tly with

~ .

Thus, one has

ontrol over the resulting s hedule, and may qui kly determine a tight s hedule that meets other

requirements.

2

~ .

See Appendix A.
6

4 Constru tion of tight s hedules
We now present a way to

onstru t the set of all tight s hedules for a given



sake of illustration, we assume that

onsists of the rst

(n 1)

u = en = (0; : : : ; 0; 1)t = 0. We write x ^ z for the greatest

say that

x

and

z

are relatively prime.

We shall rst prove that

~

is a tight s hedule for

~
C

~.
C

luster

First, for the

rows of the identity matrix, so that

ommon divisor of

x

and

z.

If

x^z

= 1 we

if

= (k1 ; k2 C1 ; k3 C1 C2 ; : : : ; kn C1    Cn 1 )
(3)
where ki and Ci are relatively prime and kn = 1. (Note then that ~
 satises (2) by onstru tion.)
~ be given and let  be as above. If ~ satises (3) then it is a tight s hedule for C
~.
Proposition 1 Let C
~

Proof

We give a proof in two dimensions, as the general

ase presents nothing new. (The argument is

rigorous, but is so simple that it doesn't warrant an overly te hni al presentation.)
Consider the times at whi h VP (virtual pro essor)
oordinate within the
the integers

0; 1; : : :

hold, it implies that

~

( 1 ; 2 ) is a tive.

luster.) We show that the residues modulo

1, no two of them identi al.

(Here

0

< Ci

i

is the lo al

of these times are some arrangement of

This implies that

~
C

and

~

juggle, and sin e (2) must

is a tight s hedule.

First, note that if we show this for one physi al pro essor, then it will be true for all: the a tivity times
on some arbitrarily

p~

hosen pro essor

are shifted by a

onstant,

~ :(p1 C1 ; : : : ; pn 1 Cn 1 ), ompared with
oordinates pi are all equal to zero.
ji = pi Ci + i for i = 1; 2. We set pi = 0.

the times on pro essor zero. We therefore assume that the pro essor
The a tivity times satisfy
Then the times at whi h VP

t = ~ :~j = k1 j1 + k2 C1 j2  j3
( 1 ; 2 ) is a tive satisfy
t = k1

We need to show that there are no
oordinates are

d~ = (d1 ; d2 ).
k1 (

The se ond term is obviously
a multiple of

C1 .

Given that

+ k 2 C1

luster size. Suppose that there is su h a

In other words, the VP

d 1 ) + k 2 C1 (

1

d2 )  0

2

ongruent to zero modulo

k1

(mod ) :

2

oni ts, that is, that there does not exist another VP in the

that has the same a tivity time modulo the
that its

1

where

C1

and

C1 .

oordinates

~

and

d~ satisfy

(mod C1 C2 ) :

This implies that the rst term must likewise be

are relatively prime and given the bounds on the virtual pro essor

oordinates, the only possible value for the rst term is zero; in other words, it must be the
We

an then drop the rst term, and

~

ase that

1

= d1 .

on lude that

k2 (
Now the same reasoning shows that

luster

oni ting VP, and

and

2

d2 )  0

d~ are

(mod C2 ) :



identi al.

Now note that we may make any preliminary permutation of the axes and apply the

onstru tion of

Proposition 1.

Example 2

~ , the luster shape, is (2; 3). Let 3 = 6. From (3), either ~ = (k1 ; 2k2 ; 6)
~u = (0; 0; 1) and that C
~ = (3k1 ; k2 ; 6) with ki ^ Ci = 1, for i = 1; 2. Taking k1 = 1 and k2 = 5 for example, we get the a tivity

Suppose that
or

tableau (whi

in the rst

h shows the residues modulo

ase (the

of the times at whi h ea h VP in the
1

5

3

0

4

2

1 axis is verti al) and

7

luster is a tive)

in the se ond.

3

2

1

0

5

4

The number in ea h box denotes the residue modulo 6 of the times at whi h the virtual



pro essor that lives there is a tive. For a juggling s hedule, these are all dierent.
Now

onsider the

onverse of Proposition 1. Clearly, tightness does not imply that (3) holds, be ause

of the axis permutation that

an be applied. But after some preliminary permutation of the axes, (3) does

hold for all tight s hedules, as we next demonstrate. We rst assume that

i.e.

that

n

=

en = 0, and that ~ satises (2),

.

result that Darte originally employed in his theory. Let (G; +) be
2 G and 1  q  order(g), denote by [g℄q the subset f0; g; : : : ; (q 1)gg of G.
Let S ; : : : ; Sn be subsets of G. If every g 2 G has a unique representation g = g +    + gn with gi 2 Si
for all 1  i  n, then G is said to be the dire t sum of the subsets.
Theorem 1 If a nite abelian group is the dire t sum of subsets of the form [g ℄q , then at least one of the
We shall use the same group theoreti

g

a nite abelian group. For
1

1

subsets is a ( y li ) subgroup.
Proof
Now



Proved by Hajós [14℄.
onsider the residues modulo

of the a tivity times in a

luster of shape

~.
C

The statement that

the s hedule is tight is equivalent to the statement that these residues are exa tly all the elements of the
additive group

Z

of the integers modulo

of the subsets found along the

Z is learly the dire t sum
(n 1) subsets [i ℄C ; 1  i < n. Hajós's

, a nite abelian group. Furthermore,

oordinate axes of the

luster: the

i

theorem implies that one of them is a subgroup. Sin e an arbitrary permutation of the axes is permitted, we
may be allowed to label this the
of

n

(n 1)st .

This implies that

n

1

Cn

1

 0 mod

, and no smaller multiple

1 has this property. This is equivalent to

n

1

= kn

1

C1      C n

2

^ Cn = 1. Thus, the last two elements of ~ have the required form.
 C      Cn . Consider the a tivity times in
n
the sub luster orresponding to n
= 0, taken modulo n . All n of these values must be dierent,
with

kn

1

1

We now show how to pro eed re ursively. Dene

for they repeat, ea h of them,

Cn

1 times in the whole

Cn

1

1

1

1

1 times as

n

1 varies (sin e

2

n

1

1 is a multiple of

Hajós's Theorem, the a tivity times along one of the remaining axes, modulo

~ has
~.
of C

The argument above then applies, and by indu tion,

(n 1) elements and the

n

orresponding permutation

n

1 ), and ea h o

Z

urs

1 , and again by
1 , form a y li subgroup.

luster. So they are the elements of the nite abelian group

n

the form (3) up to a permutation of its rst

We have therefore proved the main result of this se tion:

Let C~ be a given luster shape. If  onsists of (n 1) rows of the identity, then ~ is a tight
s hedule if and only if (3) holds, up to a permutation of the elements of C~ and the same permutation of those
elements of ~ orresponding to nonzero olumns of .

Theorem 2

. The last

olumn of

S

the virtual pro essor array.
transformation matrix

M

is

 is unne essary.

Let S be the inverse of a unimodular extension
~u. The remaining olumns are the ve tors that des ribe
In parti ular, the rst (n
1) rows of S 1 are the proje tion matrix . The
the matrix whose rst row is ~
 and whose last (n 1) rows are :

Now we show that the restri tion on

of

is the proje tion ve tor



M
Thus



 ~
t
~v



8



:

= M~j

(4)

is the mapping from iteration
spa e:

S.

j~0

=S

~j

1

are the

~j

to time

t

and virtual pro essor

We now

hange basis in the iteration
onsisting of the

olumns of

In this basis, the transformation be omes



Clearly,

~

t
~v



= M~j = M S j~0 =

is a tight s hedule with

with the mapping

(In

1

luster shape

~
C





~ :S
S

j~0

=

and mapping

0). Hen e, the generalized

~ :S ,

and

~

is re overed through the integer matrix



~ :S

In

1



0

S

1

j~0

(5)

 if and only it ~ :S is a tight s hedule for C~

ondition (3) applied to

ondition for a tight s hedule. The formula does not spe ify the
of

~v .

oordinates of the iteration with respe t to the basis

~ :S is a ne essary and su ient
~ but rather the omponents

omponents of

.

For later use, we need to re ord some important properties of the mapping matrix and its Hermite normal
form. It is fairly straightforward to show, as a

onsequen e of Darte's theorem on s hedules and the

shapes for whi h they are tight, that the Hermite normal form of the mapping matrix

)

(up to a row permutation if

0

MT

where the

~ .

We

luster shape is

all

iso hrone

T

~
C

= Hm =

B
B
B
B
B
B


= (C1 ; : : : ; Cn 1 ).

the time" matrix. Its rst

1 0

? C1
: :
:
:
? :

: : :
0
:
:
: :
:
: : :
:
: :
0
: : ? Cn

luster

(see (4) above) is

1
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

(6)

1

T 1 is a unimodular extension of
h that ~
 :w
~ = 1; the ve tor w
~ onne ts an
s heduled points, s heduled at time t) to

The unimodular matrix

olumn is a ve tor

w
~

su

(hyperplane in the iteration domain of simultaneously

the next iso hrone (at time

M

t + 1).

We have used these results to generate s hedules in a pra ti al system for synthesis of systoli

arrays;

the details of the implementation will appear in a later report.

5 Redu ing the ost of ontrol in systoli pro essors
The loop body of the systoli

loop nest

an be viewed as a behavioral spe i ation of the systoli

pro essor

hardware. The body of the loop after transformation into LSGP form provides this spe i ation. As an
example, for a two-dimensional pro essor array, the loop has the following form (up to further optimization):

for (t = 0;
for (p1 =
for (p2
{
Cal

}

}

}

t < TMAX; t++) {
0; p1 < P1; p1++) in parallel {
= 0; p2 < P2; p2++) in parallel

ulate the luster oordinates
of the a tive virtual pro essor;
Cal ulate the global oordinates
v of the a tive virtual pro essor;
Cal ulate the iteration spa e oordinates
j of the iteration mapped to VP v at time t;
if ( j is in the iteration spa e )
{
Exe ute the loop body of iteration j;
}

9

This

ode is produ ed through a sequen e of loop transformations, whi h we now des ribe.

The rst transformation is a tiling. We tile the iteration spa e, then we synthesize a systoli

array for the

parallel exe ution of a single tile. The outer loops over tiles are exe uted by a host pro essor. The reason
for this tiling is to redu e

, the number of virtual pro essors simulated by ea h physi al pro essor, for this

will result in a redu tion in the lo al storage requirements of the systoli
onstrainted by the available bandwidth into and out of the systoli
A vital te hnique in realizing the advantages of systoli
systoli

pro essor. Tile shape is ultimately

array.

omputation is to pipeline data through the

array instead of loading and storing data in shared memory. We model this in the

ode by using

data arrays indexed by time and pro essor, a te hnique suggested by Collard [15℄. (J. F. Collard views the
idea as part of the folklore.) Left hand side o
without oset. A right hand side o
this data array

Æt

urren es of these data arrays are always indexed by

urren e with indi es

t

lo ks earlier on the pro essor at distan e

~
Æp

Æt

and

~p

from the

~
Æp

refers to the value

t

and

p~

reated for

urrent referen ing pro essor. This

step requires that we do exa t value-based data dependen e analysis.
We also

hange the loop stru ture: the time and pro essor

strides and loop bounds are known from the initiation interval
The parallel loop body will generally

ontain

,

oordinates be ome the loop indi es. The
the s hedule, and the given array shape.

ode, whi h we refer to as

not present in the original loop, or impli itly present, whose

ost we

housekeeping

or

ontrol

onsider here. Housekeeping

ode,

ode has

several forms and fun tions:

Cluster

t on the given pro essor ~p, one may need to ompute the lo al position
< Ck , for k = 1; : : : ; (n 1). These are the position of the urrently a tive

oordinates. For ea h time

~ within

the

luster:

0

k

VP.

Virtual pro essor

pk Ck ,

for

k

Iteration spa e

oordinates. One may also need the global virtual pro essor

= 1; : : : ; (n 1).

oordinate

vk

=

k

+

oordinates. Sin e the iteration spa e oordinates ~
j may appear in the loop
 body,
 these

will sometimes need to be

omputed. The usual te hnique is to use the relation ~
j

result is guaranteed to be integer when

~v

is a tive at time t, even though

M

1

=M

1

t
~v

. (The

is a matrix with rational

elements.)

Cluster edge predi ates. When referring to data
neighboring virtual pro essor is straightforward:
the dependen e. But due to
luster

oordinates

is just

d~ where d~ is the inter-iteration distan e of

lustering, this virtual pro essor may be on the same physi al pro essor,

or on one of several neighboring pro essors.
the

omputed at a dierent iteration, the mapping to a

~
Æv

~ and the

Cluster edge predi ates

luster shape

~
C

are tests involving

that are used to nd the

omparison of

orre t sour e pro essor for

the data.

Tile edge predi ates. These test the global iteration
order to nd the

oordinates against the limits of the

urrent tile in

ases in whi h the sour e of a dependen e is another iteration in the same tile; if not,

the data must be read from the global memory.

Memory addresses. When data is live-in to the loop nest, or is live-out, it is read from or stored into
global memory. The memory address, whi h is the lo ation of an array element whose indi es are ane
fun tions of the iteration spa e

oordinates

~j ,

must be

omputed.

Iteration spa e predi ates. These test the global iteration oordinates against the limits of the iteration
spa e, to see if there is an iteration s heduled for the given pro essor at the

urrent time, so as to shut

o the pro essor when it has no s heduled work. Iteration spa e predi ates are present in addition to
tile edge predi ates when the tiling
Our rst experiments with systoli
ompletely overwhelmed the

overs a superset of the iteration spa e.

pro essor synthesis revealed that these housekeeping

ost of the hardware that

loop body, espe ially when that

arries out the

omputation is simple. The result was an ine ient systoli

10

omputations

omputations inherent in the original
pro essor.

One reason for this ine ien y was the method used to

ompute

luster

oordinates and the various

predi ates. Our original approa h took the rather obvious viewpoint that ea h pro essor, at ea h time,
putes the

p~ and

luster

oordinates of its a tive virtual pro essor, whi h is a fun tion of the pro essor

the time t. We generated the

ode by rst applying standard te hniques [16℄ for

om-

oordinates

ode generation after

a nonunimodular loop transformation (using Hermite form) to generate a loop nest that s ans the a tive
virtual pro essors for ea h time. The

luster shape appears in this loop nest as the strides for the virtual

pro essor loops. We then inferred the lo al pro essor
pro essor loops, whi h are fun tions of

~p

and

This te hnique is memory e ient, but
this way to generate the

luster

t,

oordinates

~

from the lower bounds for the virtual

by taking their residues modulo

~.
C

omputationally very expensive. Using the loop bounds obtained

oordinates of the a tive virtual pro essor is expensive: it involves too many

maximum and minimum operations, quotient and remainder operations, additions and multipli ations. The
omputation of the i-th
oordinates is thus

O(n2 )

the

Hm

omputing

i ). The total

omplexity of the

ations, plus a quotient
omputation of

luster

expensive operations. Indeed, it is a form of integer triangular system solution.



We know that

where

i additions and multipli

luster oordinate involves, in general,

operation and a remainder operation (for

t
~v

is the Hermite Normal Form of



= M~j = Hm T

M,

~j

1

= Hm~i

and ~
i is integer. Furthermore, we know (see (6) above) that

(1; 1) element of Hm is unity and that the rest of the diagonal of Hm

requirement that the triangular system above has an integer

solution ~
i

onsists of the elements of
in fa t

~.
C

The

ompletely determines the

(1; C~ )  diag(Hm ) of ~v , whi h are the luster oordinates of the VP a tive at time t on
~ . This in turn determines ~v . Solving this system, inferring the luster oordinates in the
pro essor ~
p = ~v  C
2
pro ess, has O (n ) omplexity.
This ost an be redu ed to O (n) by a slightly dierent use of the spe ial form of a tight s hedule. Let
residues modulo

us ignore the permutation. Re onsider (5). Sin e

t = (~ S ):j~0
and

~v

~

is tight for the given

luster shape

= k1 j10 + k2 C1 j20 + : : : + kn C1 C2    Cn

= (j10 ; : : : ; jn0 1 ) ;

~;
p~ = ~v  C

and

~ = ~v

1

~,
C

it follows that

jn0

mod C~ :

with the residue operation applied elementwise to the ve tors. Thus,

(t  k1 v1 mod C1 and 1 = v1 mod C1 ) ) 1 = k1 1 t mod C1
1
where k1
is the multipli ative inverse of k1 mod C1 (exists sin e k1 ^ C1 ). In general, i = vi mod Ci =
1
k1 (:::) mod Ci . The following Matlab fun tion uses this idea to ompute the luster oordinates:
fun tion = time2vp(t, C, p, k)
%
mod(a,b) returns a mod b.
%
intinv(a, b) returns the multipli ative inverse of a mod b
%
when a and b are relatively prime.
for i = 1:n-1
(i) = mod(intinv(k(i), C(i)) * t, C(i));
v(i) = p(i) * C(i) + (i);
t = (t - k(i) * v(i)) / C(i);
end
Obviously, the running time is

pi Ci

are

O(n).

Some

omputations an be optimized further. For example the produ ts

onstant for a given pro essor, the multipli ative inverses

The residue

ki 1 t mod Ci

an be pre- omputed sin e

an be optimized into table lookup, with a table of size

Ci ,

using

ki is a onstant.
t mod Ci as the

index into the table. But, from the viewpoint of generating hardware, it still has a few disadvantages sin e
it involves a quotient and a remainder for ea h dimension, and it does nothing to assist with addresses,
iteration spa e

oordinates, or predi ates.
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We now dis uss methods for making a major redu tion in the
point where their
the overall

ost of housekeeping

omputations, to the

ost is tolerable. We shall show by three examples that on e these te hniques are employed

ost of the systoli

loop body. The redu tion in

pro essor is in line with what one would expe t from examining the original
ost,

ompared with the straightforward implementation above, is typi ally an

order of magnitude.
We shall examine two alternatives. Both of them trade spa e for time. They exploit the fa t that the
various relevant quantities may be e iently inferred from the values they took on the same pro essor at an
earlier time.
For the rst option, we exploit the fa t that in a tightly s heduled systoli
oordinates and virtual pro essor
periodi
and to

with period

, as are all predi ates dened by

onstants. The remaining iteration spa e

(These assertions apply when

predi ates) that depend only on the other
any

)+1:

jn

ompli ated in

an be updated with a single add. Quantities (su h as

oordinates are similarly periodi . This is the

heapest approa h

omputation; its only disadvantage is in storage. We need to store the last

oordinate or related quantity that we wish to infer by this

(say more than ten or so) these

-order re urren e. When

osts be ome signi ant.

In the next se tion, we des ribe a te hnique that allows us to
their values at an

fun tions to one another

onsist of rows of the identity; things are only slightly more

general.) Any quantity that depends linearly on
possible in terms of

omparing these periodi

arbitrary previous

for this re urren e map.) We may
The te hnique shows how to

update the

y le but on the same pro essor:
hoose any time lag

the re urren e be omes a tight dataow

Æt.

luster

~(t; p~) from
Æt; p~)) (here R stands
Æt is not so small that

oordinates

~(t; ~p) = R(~(t

(Provided, of

values of

is fairly large

ourse, that

y le in onsistent with the s hedule that we have already

onstru t the

luster

oordinates are

oordinate satises

jn (t) = jn (t



design, all of the

oordinates and all but one of the global iteration spa e

orresponding

s hedules dis ussed above in doing this. The form of

R.

hosen.)

We make use of the properties of the tight

R is quite straightforward.

Using a binary de ision tree

(n 1), we nd at the leaves of the tree the in rements ~(t; p~) ~(t Æt; ~p). The tests at the nodes
~ and the s hedule ~ .
omparisons of s alar elements of ~(t
Æt; ~p) with onstants that depend only on C

of depth
are

They are thus known at
These

luster

ompile time and

an be hard

oordinates are the key.

oded into the pro essor hardware.

For most of the integer-valued (as opposed to boolean-valued)

housekeeping parameters are linear fun tions of these, in luding the global virtual pro essor
the global iteration spa e
know the

oordinates ~
j , and the memory addresses. If we know the

hanges in all of these derived values, and these

Thus, only one addition is needed to

hanges appear as expli it

, we may

ost of

~v ,

we also

onstants in the

ode.

luster are visited in a round robin

, sin e the s hedule is assumed to be tight. Thus, any predi ate that

ompares lo al or global virtual pro essor
Depending on the relative

oordinates

~ then

ompute ea h su h value.

Con erning the predi ates, re all that the virtual pro essors within a
s hedule that repeats with period

hange in

oordinates with

onstants must also be periodi

with period

omparison and storage of a one-bit predi ate, as well as the

hoose not to re ompute these using

We have thus redu ed the problem of

omparisons but rather to store them in a buer of size

ost redu tion to that of the update of the

luster

.

luster size
.

oordinates. We

onsider this in the next se tion.

6 Updating the luster oordinates
This se tion des ribes a temporal re urren e method for

omputing the

luster

oordinates (~) of the single

a tive virtual pro essor on a given pro essor at some given time, without interpro essor
From

~

ommuni ation.

we re over the other relevant parameters and predi ates as dis ussed above. There is a unique VP

a tive at ea h time, pre isely be ause the s hedule is tight.
Re all the properties of the Hermite normal form of the mapping matrix and the time matrix
rst

olumn is

w
~

(6). In fa t,

a Hermite form, the ve tor
luster

~z

Mw
~ = (1; ~z)t

is in the box:

is the rst

olumn of

Hm .

T,

whose

Moreover, be ause of the properties of

0  ~z < C~ (inequality elementwise). (It is therefore a legitimate

oordinate ve tor, and also a legitimate su

essor to the virtual pro essor whose

are zero.)
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luster

oordinates

First, we explain how to infer

~(t)

from

~(t

Æt)

with a little work and the aid of the a tivity tableau.

We show an example before the general theory.

Example 3

~ = (4; 5). Assume that e3 is the smallest integer null ve tor of the spa e mapping, and let
n = 3; let C
= (7; 4; 20), a tight s hedule (with k1 = 7, k2 = 1, k3 = 1). The times at whi h the virtual pro essor
= ( 1 ; 2 ) is a tive are the times ongruent modulo 20 to the value at position ( 1 ; 2 ) in the a tivity

Let

~
~

tableau:

The

1

5

9

13

17

14

18

2

6

10

7

11

15

19

3

0

4

8

12

16

1 axis is the verti al axis in this diagram.

If iteration

~j

is s heduled at a time that is a multiple of 20, then the

pro essor (whose

p~ = 0.

luster

~

oordinates are

= 0)

luster's lower left hand virtual

omputes it (this is true only for the physi al pro essor

~j + w
~ is the
oordinates are ~ = ~
z.

For other pro essors, this property may be shifted). Iteration

physi al systoli

pro essor one

y le later, and its

luster

In this example, the Hermite form of the mapping is

0

1

0

10

iteration

1

omputed by this

0

1

7 4 20
1 0 0
7 4 20
3 4 0
3 15 A = Hm T 1 and T =  0 3 5 A
M =  1 0 0 A =  3 4 0 A 5
0 1 0
0 3 5
3 2 9
1 2 1


3 (the rst olumn of H below the diagonal entry of unity) is indeed the oset from
The ve tor z =
m
0

the tableau entry at time 0 to the one at time 1. From the tableau we see that to advan e one
move in the dire tion

z

 up three and no

unless we are in rows 2, 3, or 4. In that
of 5, and down 1.
How

an we generalize this, to

hange in

Æt > 1 and to

of their positions in the tableau is a possible
the se ond
the

hanges for the rst



more than two dimensions? One simple idea is to

0t

1, nd t and t + Æt in the tableau.

orre t new

luster

oordinates

hanges to the rst

orresponding

~(t + Æt)

onstru t

The dieren e

hange that may need to be made. It will turn out that there

omponent. For ea h of these, there are two possible

omponent, and so forth. In other words, there is a binary tree of

two possible

i.e.,

ase, we move to the right a distan e 2 modulo the tableau extent

the tableau as we have. Then, for ea h time
are only two possible

lo k we would

olumn  unless this takes us out of the tableau,

from the

urrent

oordinates

~,

omponent

hanges to

hanges. To nd

rst add the only one of the

omponent that leaves it in the box. Des end from the tree root to the

hild; do the same for the se ond

omponent, et . The

hoi e will always be unambiguous.

Ba k to Example 3
In this example, we illustrate the fa t that the te hnique works for an arbitrary
in whi h we repla e ea h entry with the oset to the VP that is a tive three

The de ision tree that

(-3, 1)

(-3, 1)

(-3, 1)

(-3, 1)

(-3, -4)

( 1, 4)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

( 1, 4)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

( 1, 4)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

(1, -1)

Æt.

Let us look at a tableau

y les later:



orresponds is given in Figure 1.

In the following example, we illustrate the fa t that the te hnique works for an arbitrary dimension. In
general, the tree has depth

(n 1). At ea h leaf, we have spe ied the full

ve tor, and by linearity we also infer the
iteration spa e

orresponding

hange for the

luster

hanges to all relevant virtual pro essor

oordinate
oordinates,

oordinates, array indi es, memory addresses, and any other linearly related and useful

quantities.
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Example 4
Let

~
C

= (4; 3; 2); let ~ = (7; 8; 12; 24). The three-dimensional a tivity tableau is
3 = 0
3 = 1
21

5

13

9

17

1

14

22

6

2

10

18

7

15

23

19

3

11

0

8

16

12

20

4

By sear hing the tableau we nd these six possible transitions when

0

Now

1

3 3 3 3 1 1
 2
2 1 1 2 1 A:
1 1 1 1 0 0
oordinate, whi h must lie in the range 0  1 < 4.

One an add 3 if the value is 0
1 otherwise; in other words, there is no ambiguity about whi h of the two possible hanges to

onsider the rst

or subtra t

Æt = 1:

make. If the

hange in the rst

oordinate is 3, then the

hange in the se ond is either 2 or -1, et . The



de ision tree is given in Figure 2.

if ( (1) + 1 < C(1))
{
(1) += 1;
if ( (2) + 4 < C(2))
{
(2) += 4;
}
else
{
(2) += (-1);
}
}
else
{
(1) += (-3);
if ( (2) + 1 < C(2))
{
(2) += 1;
}
else
{
(2) += (-4);
}
}
Figure 1: De ision tree

if ( (1) + 3 < C(1)) {
(1) += 3;
if ( (2) + 2 < C(2)) {
(2) += 2;
if ( (3) + 1 < C(3))
(3) += 1;
else
(3) += (-1);
}
else {
(2) += (-1);
if ( (3) + 1 < C(3))
(3) += 1;
else
(3) += (-1);
}
}
else {
(1) += (-1);
if ( (2) + 1 < C(2)) {
(2) += 1;
(3) += 0;
}
else {
(2) += (-2);
(3) += 0;
}
}

ode for Ex. 3.

Figure 2: De ision tree

14

ode for Ex. 4.

6.1 A general updating s heme
We now show how to

onstru t the de ision tree from rst prin iples, without resort to

onstru tion and

exploration of the a tivity tableau. We shall also prove the assertions of unambiguity and

orre tness made

above. Sin e
of

~

is tight, we have that (up to permutation of the indi es, and with the proviso that

(n 1) rows of the identity)

= (k1 ; k2 C1 ; : : : ; kn
where ki ^ Ci = 1 for all 1  i  n
1.
We onsider the set C of luster oordinates within a
~

pro essor:

C = f~ 2 Zn j 0 
1

For every position

~ 2 C,

we asso iate a lo al

t (~)  1

k

1

C1    C n

2

)

;

onsists

(7)

luster of virtual pro essors,

< Ci ;



i.e. within one systoli

= 1; : : : ; (n 1)g:

k

lo k at whi h the given virtual pro essor is a tive
1

+    n

1

n

(mod ) :

1

1)℄. Let Æt be a given time lag. We wish to know the set B of all of the
C C , the set of dieren es of luster oordinate ve tors) that an o ur
1
as values of 
(t + Æt)  1 (t). We abuse notation and use ~ for its rst (n 1) omponents wherever
onvenient. By denition, B onsists of the position-dieren e ve tors ~
x that satisfy ~ :~x  Æt (mod ). By
t

maps

C one-to-one onto [0::(

dieren es of positions (members of

(7) we have

k1 x1 + k2 C1 x2 +    + kn

1

C1      C n

2

xn

1

 Æt (mod ) :

(8)

C1 : then Æt = q1 C1 + r1 where 0  r1 < C1 . By (8), we have that k1 x1  r1 mod C1 ,
r
1 mod C1 , (re all that k1 and C1 are relatively prime, so that k1 has an inverse in the
1
additive group of the integers modulo C1 ). Be ause x 2 B has elements bounded in absolute value by the
elements of C , it follows that there are only two possible values for x1 ,

Now divide

Æt

by

k

x1

so that

1

x1



2

k1 1 r1

mod C1 ; (k1 1 r1 mod C1 )

These are the two possible dieren es of the rst

oordinate of

~(t + Æt)

simple basis of whi h leads to a new point in the box. Only one
1 (t + Æt) = 1 (t) +



k1 1 r1 mod C1
k1 1 (r1 mod C1 )

Pursuing this line of argument, for ea h
hoi es for the

Cn

2 xn

1

 (Æt

hange

Thus, as before, we

x2

2

in se ond

oordinate.

k2 1 ((Æt

Matrix-oriented approa h
hanges in

(~t). The

hoi e is made on the

( 1 (t) + k1 1 r1 mod C1 ) < C1

otherwise

hange in rst

oordinate we determine the two possible

From (8) we have that

on lude that



k1 x1 )=C1 ) mod C2 ; (k2 1 ((Æt

Continuing in this way, we arrive at the tree of

and geometri

C1

and

an. So

k2 C1 x2 +    + kn 1 C1     
(mod ). We already know that Æt k1 x1 is a multiple of C1 . Thus, we have that
k2 x2  ((Æt k1 x1 )=C1 ) (mod C2 ) :

x2

k1 x1 )

hoi e of

if

C1 :

hanges of

k1 x1 )=C1 ) mod C2 )

luster

The de ision tree phenomenon

oordinates.

an also be explained from a matrix-oriented

viewpoint that has the additional advantage of simplifying the

oordinates.

Remember the meaning of the
row of

MT

of the

olumn ve tors of

olumns of the matrix

gives the time dieren e along ea h

T

T. T

is a basis of

olumn ve tor of

T,

omputation of the dierent

Zn su h that M T = Hm ; the rst

and the last rows are the

in the virtual pro essor array. Sin e the rst row of

15

C2 :

MT

is

oordinates

(1; 0; : : : ; 0), the rst

olumns ~
t2 ; : : : ; ~tn lie in an
~
~
~
~
iso hrone. Given the iteration j , what we want to nd is a ve tor k su h that M (j + k ) = (t + Æt; ~
z)t where ~z
~
is in the box. We know already that k exists and is unique sin e the s hedule juggles. This an also be seen
from the fa t that Hm has the Ci 's on the diagonal: writing ~
k = T ~, we end up with a triangular system
that an be easily solved thanks to the stru ture of Hm . We an add a suitable linear ombination of ~
t2 ,
: : : , ~tn to Æt  w
~ (the rst omponent of M (Æt  w
~ ) does not hange) so that the (n 1) last omponents
of M (Æt  w
~ ) are in the box. This ve tor (let us denote it by ~Æ[0; : : : ; 0℄) will be one of the andidates in
the de ision tree. Now, either the se ond omponent of M (~
j + ~Æ[0; : : : ; 0℄ is still stri tly less than C1 , then
we are in the rst ase (rst bran h of the tree), or this omponent is stri tly less than 2C1 and we simply
subtra t ~
t2 to go ba k in the box: ~Æ[1; 0; : : : ; 0℄ = ~Æ[0; : : : ; 0℄ ~t2 (plus possibly a linear ombination of ~t3 ,
: : : , ~tn so that the (n 2) last omponents of M ~Æ[1; 0; : : : ; 0℄ are in the box) is one of the andidates in the
olumn

w
~

T

of

onne ts an iso hrone to the next iso hrone, and the remaining

de ision tree. Continuing in this way, we end up with at most
dimension, and only one when the

orresponding

The notation in bra kets for the ve tors
example,

~Æ[0; 1; 1℄

orresponds to the

~Æ

2(n

1)

ve tors (at most two

ases for ea h

omponent of the move ve tor is zero).

0

1

spe ies if the move is nonnegative ( ) or negative ( ): for

ase where we move forwards in the rst dimension and ba kwards in

the two other dimensions.
We illustrate this te hnique on the previous examples.

Ba k to Example 3

w
~ = (3; 0) in the virtual
~Æ[0; 0℄ = (3; 0; 1) in the original spa e). If 1 + 3  4, then we
subtra t the se ond olumn of Hm , i.e. (4; 3), we nd the move ve tor ( 1; 3), and we add the third
olumn to go ba k in the box: (3; 0)
(4; 3) + (0; 5) = ( 1; 2). This orresponds in the original spa e to
~Æ[1; 0℄ = (3; 0; 1) (4; 3; 2) + (0; 5; 1) = ( 1; 2; 0). Then, for both ve tors, we he k the last omponent:
in the rst ase, no other ve tor is required sin e the se ond omponent of (3; 0) is 0. In the se ond ase, we
may have to subtra t (0; 5): the last andidate is thus ( 1; 2)
(0; 5) = ( 1; 3) and ~Æ[1; 1℄ = ( 1; 3; 1).
The te hnique works the same way for arbitrary Æt. You begin with the hange Ætw
~ , and  orre t" it as
ne essary with the remaining olumns of Hm in order to nd the tree of hanges.

We take

Æt

= 1.

spa e (whi h

From the matrix

Hm ,

we read that we may have to move along

orresponds to the ve tor

Ba k to Example 4
In this

ase,

= (4; 3; 2), ~ = (7; 8; 12; 24), and we nd:
10
0
3 4 0 0
7 8 12 24
CB 2
B 1 0 0
1 3 0
0
CB
MT = B
 0 1 0
0 A 1 1 0 2
2 2 1 1
0 0 1 0

~
C

1

0

1
3
2
1

0
4
1
1

1

0 0
C B
0 0C
C
C=B
A 
3 0 A = Hm
0 2
We thus nd su essively, in the virtual spa e, the ve tors (written as rows) (3; 2; 1), ( 1; 1; 0) = (3; 2; 1)
(4; 1; 1), (3; 1; 1) = (3; 2; 1) (0; 3; 0), ( 1; 2; 0) = ( 1; 1; 0) (0; 3; 0), (3; 2; 1) = (3; 2; 1) (0; 0; 2) and
(3; 1; 1) = (3; 1; 1) (0; 0; 2), and, in the original spa e, the orresponding ve tors ~Æ[0; 0; 0℄ = (3; 2; 1; 2),
~Æ[1; 0; 0℄ = ( 1; 1; 0; 0), ~Æ[0; 1; 0℄ = (3; 1; 1; 1), ~Æ[1; 1; 0℄ = ( 1; 2; 0; 1), ~Æ[0; 0; 1℄ = (3; 2; 1; 1), and
~Æ[0; 1; 1℄ = (3; 1; 1; 0).

This te hnique gives the ne essary tests in the de ision tree dire tly, as well as the
in the

luster

orresponding

hanges

oordinates and the original loop indi es.

6.2 Measuring the ost of ontrol ode
We show here the results of systoli

loop transformation, with our e ient re urren e s heme for

oordinates and the parameters that depend on them linearly. We use three loop nests as test
rst, from an appli ation in digital photography, is a nest of depth six, in whi h the loop body
a simple multiply-a

umulate statement

x[i1℄[i2℄[i3℄[i4℄ += y[i1℄[i3℄[i5℄[i6℄ * z[i1+i3℄[4*i3+i6℄
16

luster

ases. The

ontains only

Photography
operation

+



Printing

Matrix Mult.

original

transformed

naive

original

transformed

original

transformed

5

7

52

22

31

5

6

1

1

34

1

1

1

1

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

1

6

35

18

18

1

3

ompare

Table 1: Operation

ounts in inner loop, before and after parallelization (and with a naive s heme.)

The se ond, from a printing appli ation, is a mu h more

ompli ated loop body.

The third is matrix

multipli ation.
Using the me hanisms des ribed in this paper, we transformed the loop nests. Full details of the me hanisms used (for uniformization, loop transformation, mapping and s heduling,

et .)

will appear in another

paper. By way of illustration, we present the original and the transformed loop nests for matrix multipli ation
in Appendix B.
We show the number of inner-loop integer operations in the original and the fully transformed loop nests
in Table 6.2.

In addition, for the photography appli ation, we show the same statisti s for the

transformed by the naive methods that we have earlier des ribed. (The
sour e

ode. One add was

redu tion of the address
loop.
be

harged in the original
al ulation).

ode for ea h array referen e (assuming

One add and one

The text was then s anned for other arithmeti

aught by

omputational

ompare was

ompiler strength

ontrol of the inner

operations, with dupli ate expressions assumed to
onstant is assumed done by

lear from this data that the housekeeping due to parallelization has added to the

ost of the loop body. The number of operations in reased by seven in the simple photography

loop, nine in the more

ompli ated

of the added operation

ount to the original operation

photography loop, and

ase printing loop, and only three in the matrix produ t loop. The ratio

9 : 41 for the more

ount is

3 : 7 for the matrix multiply loop, 1 : 1 for the

ompli ated loop. The photography loop has a deeper de ision

tree than does matrix multiply, be ause of the deep loop nest; this a
with optimization, housekeeping
produ es intolerably

ostly

ounts for the dierent

luster

osts. Evidently,

osts are not trivial, but they are manageable. The naive method, however,

ode for

al ulation of the predi ates of

onditionals and for array addresses.

In the example given, about 36 per ent of all operations in the naive
algorithm for

harged for

ommon subexpression elimination optimization. Division by a

a multipli ation.) It is

ode as

ounts were obtained by examining

oordinates; about 27 per ent are due to the

ode are generated in the

O(n2 )

al ulation of all predi ates dire tly from

their denitions, and about 35 per ent are due to array addressing; the remaining two per ent are for loop
ontrol.

7 Con lusion
The rst part of this paper provides a simple

hara terization of all tight LSGP s hedules, solving a long-

standing problem in systoli

The

array synthesis.

hara terization allows a synthesis system to dire tly

enumerate all of the tight s hedules in any desired region of the spa e of s hedules, whi h

an be very useful

in generating tight s hedules that have some other desirable properties.
Parallelization is known to have some

ost. We have shown how to make these

osts very manageable

by use of a fairly sophisti ated optimization strategy that takes full advantage of the form of LSGP parallel
odes with tight s hedules. We made essential use of the mathemati al properties of tight s hedules, using the
hara terization of them that we provided in the rst part of this paper. Synthesis of spe ialized pro essors
for the systoli

ode that we generate is likely to result in highly e ient use of

experiments with a simple
se ond se tion of this paper

hip area model
an

onrms this. We

ontrol the added

hip area; indeed our

on lude that the te hnique explained in the

omputational

ost due to parallelization to the point at

whi h it is not overly burdensome, espe ially for loop nests that have more than a handful of
in the innermost loop.
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A Integer matri es and latti es
A few of the basi

terms and fa ts that we use are

olle ted here. For a thorough dis ussion, see [17℄ or [18℄.

A latti e in a nite-dimensional ve tor spa e is the set of integer linear

ombinations of a set of linearly

independent ve tors. If the ve tor spa e has a norm, then an equivalent denition is that a latti e is an
additive subgroup (a set of ve tors

losed under addition and subtra tion) whose elements are all separated

from one another by some minimum distan e.
The set of integer linear

ombinations of an arbitrary nite set of ve tors (whether linearly independent

or not) is also a latti e. (For example, the set of all integer linear
integer multiples of their greatest
ve tors is all of the latti e

A

L

ommon divisor,

then we say that

is just the latti e generated by its

S

Let

A

latti e of



= 1, we

Clearly, there exists a set of

m

of its elements that generates it.

,

Zn.

its integer null ve tors are a latti e, whi h we

integer null ve tors of

A

all the null

that generates its null latti e. When

smallest integer null ve tor of A; it is unique up to sign.
unimodular if the absolute value of its determinant is one.

all this sele ted null ve tor the

A square integer matrix is

alled

A unimodular matrix has an integer inverse.

Lemma 1
Proof



14 and 21 is the set of all
S  L of

ombinations of a set

L. If A is any matrix, the latti e generated by
m-dimensional latti e ( ontained in an m-dimensional

onsider only latti es that are subsets of

be an integer matrix with nullity

A.

ombinations of

If the integer linear

generates

olumns. Every

subspa e and in no smaller subspa e) has a set of
In this paper we

7.)



Cramer's rule.

A unimodular matrix maps the integer ve tors one-to-one and onto themselves.

Lemma 2

The latti e generated by the olumns of A is the same as the latti e generated by AQ for any
unimodular matrix Q.

Corollary 1

Let

A

be an

n  n integer matrix
U for whi h

of rank

n.

Then there exists a lower triangular matrix

H

and a

unimodular matrix

A = HU
The matrix

H

is

with

hii > 0

and

alled the Hermite normal form of

0  hij < hii
A,

for all

1  i; j  n:

and it is unique.

Let Q be unimodular and let A be square and nonsingular. Then A and AQ have the same
Hermite normal form.

Lemma 3

Proof

If

H

= AU where H is in Hermite form and U is unimodular, then H = AU = (AQ)(Q

a Hermite de omposition.

1

U)

is also



Let L be square and lower triangular. The diagonal of the Hermite normal form of L is the
absolute value of the diagonal of L.

Lemma 4

Proof
a

Adding or subtra ting one

olumn by

1 is too.

olumn to or from another is a unimodular transformation. Multiplying

These operations

an bring any lower triangular matrix into Hermite normal form.



See [17℄ for more details.
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B A transformed loop nest
Here is the original loop nest for a matrix multipli ation example.

for (i=0; i < 1400; i++)
for (j=0; j < 1800; j++)
for (k=0; k < 1600; k++)
[i℄[j℄ = [i℄[j℄ + a[i℄[k℄ * b[k℄[j℄;
The system was instru ted to generate a systoli
whi h is

apable of one loop iteration per

array with four pro essors in a

2  2 arrangement, ea h of
u= 0 0 1 .

y le. The mapping dire tion was spe ied to be

6 6 1600

The inner loop was rst tiled, with tiles of shape



.

The tiling me hanism we use is

restri ted to tiling along planes parallel to the iteration spa e axes. The tile shape was
memory bandwidth needed to support the systoli

array's demands was two words per

memory bandwidth is a user-pres ribed parameter.
The VP array therefore had shape

= 9 VPs in ea h
The s hedule

~

luster.

=

1

3 9



6 6



, giving a

was sele ted. (A

luster shape

~
C

hosen so that the
y le; this available



= 3 3

; there were therefore

ording to the theory above, this s hedule is tight.)

3n 2 = 7 integer additions for al ulating
2 additions, one per addressed array, for address updates, and 8 omparisons for ontrol pur-

Here is the transformed inner loop. Note the presen e of
oordinates,

poses. This is the housekeeping burden. In order to make the s hema more obvious, we have
the loop to the greatest possible extent.
therefore

All but two of the

omparisons generate

ould be removed, and repla ed with one-bit wide FIFO buers of length

desirable. Moreover, some of the
an optimized version. The

oordinates are not used, and their

osts of an optimized systoli

not optimized

-periodi

results and

= 9 if this were deemed

omputation would be suppressed in

matrix multiply loop are given in Table 6.2.

/* Systoli pro essor ode for matrix multipli ation on a 2 X 2 systoli array */
for (t = -20; t <= 14391; t++)
{
for (P_1 = 0; P_1 <= 1; P_1++)
{
for (P_2 = 0; P_2 <= 1; P_2++)
{
/* de ision tree for update of luster oordinates
and addresses using delta_t = 6 */
delta_ 1 = 0;
if (ua_ 2[t - 6℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ < 2)
{
delta_ 2 = 1;
delta_k = 1;
addr_ hange_a = 8;
addr_ hange_b = 14408;
}
else
{
delta_ 2 = -2;
delta_k = 0;
addr_ hange_a = 0;
addr_ hange_b = -16;
}
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/* updated luster oordinates */
1 = delta_ 1 + ua_ 1[t - 6℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;
2 = delta_ 2 + ua_ 2[t - 6℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;
/* virtual pro essor oordinates. CPi holds C(i) P(i) */
v1 = 1 + CP1[P_1℄[P_2℄;
v2 = 2 + CP2[P_1℄[P_2℄;
/* iteration oordinates */
i = i_tile + v2;
j = j_tile + v1;
k = delta_k + ua_i3[t - 6℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;
/* updated addresses */
addr_a = addr_ hange_a + ua_addr_a[t - 6℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;
addr_b = addr_ hange_b + ua_addr_b[t - 6℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;
/* determine if the pro essor is a tive:
does it have a valid iteration */
if ((i < 1400) && (j < 1800) && (0 <= k) && (k < 1600))
{
/* get value of matrix A from its previous use... */
if (v1 <= 26)
{
if ( 1 < 6)
{
/* whi h may be on this pro essor... */
tmp_2 = ua_a[t - 3℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;
}
else
{
/* or a neighboring pro essor */
tmp_2 = ua_a[t - 3℄[P_1℄[P_2 + 1℄;
}
ua_a[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = tmp_2;
}
else
{
/* or, for the first use, from memory. */
ua_a[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = *addr_a;
}
/* get value of matrix B as well */
if (v2 <= 30)
{
if ( 2 < 7)
{
tmp_3 = ua_b[t - 1℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;
}
else
{
tmp_3 = ua_b[t - 1℄[P_1 + 1℄[P_2℄;
}
ua_b[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = tmp_3;
}
else
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{
}

}

}

}

}

ua_b[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = *addr_b;

/* perform the loop omputation */
ua_ [t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = ua_ [t - 9℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ +
ua_a[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ * ua_b[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄;

/* push the oordinates and addresses into the fifos */
ua_addr_b[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = addr_b;
ua_addr_a[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = addr_a;
ua_ 2[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = 2;
ua_ 1[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = 1;
ua_i3[t℄[P_1℄[P_2℄ = k;
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